The use of online databases to collect and disseminate data is typically portrayed as crucial to the management of 'big science'. At the same time, databases are not deemed successful unless they facilitate the re-use of data towards new scientific discoveries, which often involves engaging with several highly diverse and inherently unstable research communities. This paper examines the tensions encountered by database developers in their efforts to foster both the global circulation and the local adoption of data. I focus on two prominent attempts to build data infrastructures in the fields of plant science and cancer research over the last decade: The Arabidopsis Information Resource and the Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid. I show how curators' experience of the diverse and dynamic nature of biological research led them to envision databases as catering primarily for local, rather than global, science; and to structure them as platforms where methodological and epistemic diversity can be expressed and explored, rather than denied or overcome. I conclude that one way to define the scale of data infrastructure is to consider the range and scope of the biological and biomedical questions which it helps to address; and that within this perspective, databases have a larger scale than the science that they serve, which tends to remain fragmented into a wide variety of specialised projects.
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Introduction
Much has been written on the impact that data infrastructures such as digital databases are having on scientific research, and particularly the biological and biomedical sciences. Most of this scholarship has emphasised the importance of quantities (of data, researchers, investments and research sites, among other factors) as a key motivation underlying the widespread adoption of these infrastructures for scientific communication.
1 Massive research efforts and resources are being devoted to the dissemination of data online by public and private funders across the globe. 2 Many scientists and science funders view databases as crucial tools to handle the vast amount of molecular data produced by technologies such as automated sequencing and microarray experiments (often referred to as 'big data'), and getting them to travel across the world quickly and easily. It is hoped that free and widespread access to large datasets will enhance the use of such data as evidence for new claims, thus generating new paths towards discovery (e.g. Hey et al 2009 , Royal Society 2012 . The insistence that online databases constitute a solution to the problems posed by large quantities, however, clashes with the quality considerations attached to actually using (evaluating and interpreting) data to produce new knowledge. Biology and medicine are notoriously fragmented into countless epistemic cultures, each characterised by different interests, values, forms of reasoning, methods, material objects and standards for what counts 1 See for instance Stein (2008) and a recent issue of Science (2011). STS literature on this topic is also extensive, as exemplified by Hine (2006) , Bowker et al. (2010) , Edwards (2010) and Leonelli (2012) . 2 The internet, used in conjunction with distributed computing tools such as grids and cloud computing, enables the dissemination and retrieval of information on a geographical and temporal scale surpassing anything seen before. STS scholars who investigated the role played by online databases in supporting large research network include Star and Ruhleder (1996) , Bowker (2000) , Ribes and Finholt (2009) , Baker and Millerand (2010) , Leonelli (2010) , Parker, Vermeulen and Penders (2010) and Edwards (2010) .
as evidence. 3 Further, epistemic cultures are not stable objects: the combinations of individuals, expertises, interests and methods that characterise them are subject to constant change to match the ever-shifting nature of biological knowledge and of living systems themselves. 4 This extensive and dynamic pluralism makes it hard to develop databases that can bridge such diverse expertises, and thus fulfil the specific needs of each community. 5 In confronting both the high quantities and the diverse qualities of research, databases are subject to two seemingly opposite requirements: fostering the global circulation of data and facilitating their local adoption.
What is 'big' about online databases and the sciences that they are meant to support? This paper considers how two groups of database curators have attempted to overcome this challenge, and uses this empirical material to reflect on what scale involves in contemporary biological data infrastructures. I here articulate two complementary answers to this question.
First, I take a critical stance against the very idea that online databases are catering for 'big biology'. I show that online databases are primarily responsible for providing useful support to the needs and questions emerging from the unique combinations of expertise and interests brought together within any one biological project. In other words, online databases need to cater primarily for 'little science', and if they fail to fulfil this requirement, they eventually cease to be used and funded. As I discuss below, I do not think that Derek De Solla Price's seminal characterization of 'little science' (De Solla Price 1963) fits the type of projects that I am discussing here, which target one scientific question through a specific research approach for a limited period of time (in this sense they are 'little'), but can involve a large number of scientists across different institutions and nations. I thus agree with Niki Vermeulen's argument that biology, in its currently globalised and networked incarnation, embodies a new way of doing science (Vermeulen 2009 ; see also Leonelli forthcoming) ; and yet, I disagree with her that the label 'big science' can be usefully applied to most research projects carried out in contemporary biology. Second, I show that in order to foster both the global dissemination and the local adoption of data, database curators strive to develop platforms through which methodological and epistemic diversity can be expressed and explored, rather than hidden and/or ignored. I conclude that one way to understand what counts as the scale of data infrastructures is to consider the range and scope of biological questions that data stored therein can be used to address; and that if scale is understood in this way, well-functioning databases are necessarily bigger than the science that they serve, which tends to remain fragmented into a wide variety of specialised projects.
A Tale of Two Databases
My arguments are grounded on a historical study of two efforts made to build 'allencompassing' databases in the biological and biomedical domains over the last decade. Each of these infrastructures was intended to serve a large and cutting-edge research area; and while one is directed to a quintessentially biological field (plant science), the other supports what is arguably the most active area of biomedicine (cancer research). Since their inception, both databases have aimed to serve as wide a research community as possible, while at the same time helping researchers to seamlessly fit data retrieved online into their existing projects. The achievement of these aims was complicated by the huge variety of data to be disseminated; the diversity of loci of data production (and thus the format and methods of data generation); and the ongoing tension between biological standards and protocols, and computational methods used to format, annotate and visualise data so that they are machine-readable. These cases confirm existing findings that high levels of standardisation, accessibility and visibility are key requirements for databases aimed at data re-use on a large scale; and yet, whether these databases are ultimately successful 6 I have also carried out extensive ethnographic work with TAIR curators and the Arabidopsis community more generally, which has supported previous publications (e.g. Leonelli 2007, Leonelli and Ankeny 2012) and is still ongoing. This intensive engagement has certainly informed my choice of materials for the present analysis, but all empirical information on TAIR used for this paper is available from published literature.
depends on how well they encompass -rather than exclude or deny -the epistemic pluralism that characterises research in the life sciences. (Ledford 2010; Bastow et al. 2010 ). These events illustrate how TAIR, in a similar way to other model organism databases such as WormBase and FlyBase, has played an exemplary role in demonstrating the value of data curation to experimental biology (Leonelli and Ankeny 2012) . This involves substantial curatorial labour, for reasons that I shall now describe. 7 For scientific details on TAIR and its components, see e.g. Huala et al. (2001) , Garcia-Hernandez et al. (2002), Rhee et al. (2003) , Mueller et al. (2003) .
First, consider the variety of datasets that TAIR attempts to host under the same digital umbrella. Quantity is not the main problem here. There are of course worries about securing the hardware and memory necessary to store the masses of data collected by TAIR on a weekly basis, but the most urgent problems confronted by curators concern the diversity in quality and provenance of those data. Here we can see one way in which the extensive fragmentation of biological research into different epistemic communities affects the set-up of databases: each groups tends to use different methods, instruments, formats and protocols to produce data, which makes it very hard to integrate those results with data produced by other groups, even when they document the same biological aspect. For instance, the most straightforward type of data curated by TAIR is sequence data documenting Arabidopsis genome structure, and yet even in that case complications abound. Data obtained through the first sequencing project are being constantly updated and checked, in order to correct mistakes or inaccuracies arising from the attempt to merge datasets produced by different groups in different locations. These curatorial efforts include adding novel genes, updating exon/intron structures of existing genes, deleting mispredicted genes, merging and splitting genes, changing gene types, and adding splice-variants (Swarbreck et al 2008) . These efforts only increase in the case of functional, metabolic and morphological data about plant mutants, whose production is even more dependent on the preferences and local conditions of data producers.
Another crucial difficulty is posed by the unpredictability of the uses to which data hosted by TAIR could be put in the future. TAIR curators devoted years of efforts to making TAIR as accessible and interesting as possible not only to Arabidopsis specialists, but also to other plant scientists and even biologists working on other kingdoms. This is an extremely ambitious goal, which curators have pursued from the early days of TAIR development and which involved frantic consultation of literature dealing with information management, in the hope of finding suggestions about how to integrate and visualise the most diverse information in the simplest possible way, without losing sight of the diversity of cultures through which data are produced and re-used. One early strategy adopted by curators was to create several different search engines within TAIR, each of which would provide a different perspective on Arabidopsis biology. They devised a search engine visualising the location of genes on Arabidopsis chromosomes; another displaying data about gene expression; another focused on data about biochemical pathways; and so on. The possibility to gather data about the same phenomena from different perspectives, they reasoned, would maximise the information available to users while minimising losses in the accuracy or the richness of data. Most importantly, users would be allowed to formulate their queries in a variety of different ways, reflecting their own epistemic commitments: they would be able to choose among different parameters and ways to display the results of their searches (for instance, when searching a specific gene locus on a chromosome, TAIR users can view their results in the form of a genetic, physical or sequence map).
Not all of these tools have been found to be equally valuable and accessible by plant researchers, and TAIR curators have reduced their ambitions over time, focusing increasingly on updating sequence and functional data on Arabidopsis rather than including new data types and tools for comparison across plant species (which might be viewed as one reason for their loss of funding). Still, what I want to stress here is that the construction of TAIR involved not only collecting diverse types of Arabidopsis data from multiple sources, but also elaborating strategies through which data could be organised, retrieved and visualised by users from various parts of plant science. In Rhee's words, "Ultimately, our goal is to provide the common vocabulary, visualisation tools, and information retrieval mechanisms that permit integration of all knowledge about Arabidopsis into a seamless whole that can be queried from any perspective. Of equal importance for plant biologists, the ideal TAIR will permit a user to use information about one organism to develop hypotheses about less well-studied organisms." (Rhee Initially curators put a lot of emphasis and hope in the idea that users would recognise the benefits of a resource such as TAIR and would, as a consequence, support it both by donating data to it and by helping curators to get it right, for instance by sending feedback and engaging with the technicalities of how data were collected, stored, visualised by the database. The idea that users would enter a strongly collaborative relationship with database curators, however, proved to be misguided. Providing input is difficult and time-consuming, as it requires familiarity with the software and classification systems used by TAIR. Users have no real incentive to do this, especially since no formal credit system is yet in place for data donation within biology. This results in users expecting curators to take full responsibility for how data are presented, so that users can access the data they need and get on with their research. Rather than asking biologists for direct feedback on the vision of the database, curators thus started asking users for queries that would likely be submitted to a database such as TAIR. The crucial issue for the TAIR team became: can we answer this query with the current tools? By asking this question, TAIR curators effectively brought together their concerns about information management and user-friendliness, thus elaborating designs for easily accessible, and yet rich databases.
Curators also made assumptions about how the plant community should organise itself so that a database like TAIR reaches its full potential. They strongly relied on the existence of a collaborative, open access ethos within the community, which Rhee herself aptly characterised through the motto 'share and survive' (Rhee 2004 researcher would be able to perform the analysis routinely, with data flowing through systems and analysis being automatic. This analysis will yield biomarkers and potential drug targets gathered from multiple workspaces and make it possible to develop treatment modalities faster, less expensively, and more effective for patients." (Beck 2005, p. 10) Realizing this vision of seamless data dissemination and retrieval involves building standards aimed at bridging the gaps between existing databases (what Beck calls "caBIG compliant components"), thus facilitating the retrieval and visualization of very different types of data, ranging from genomic sequences to symptoms of individual patients, coming from hundreds of different sources. The way in which caBIG has attempted to achieve this is by pushing the databases collected under its purview to adopt common formats and follow basic structural rules enabling basic interoperability across different databases. The notion of interoperability constitutes a specific way to envisage data dissemination, integration and re-use. As in the case of TAIR, CaBIG curators wish to leave as much room for selecting and interpreting data as possible to their users. Interoperability, defined as "the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged" (Covitz 2004, p. 8) , seems well-suited to making data travel across diverse environments without necessarily affecting the local norms of the contexts in which data are produced.
Interoperability requires only a minimal amount of consistency and coherence among existing databases: just enough to enable users to move from a data domain, type and source to another, while leaving them free to read and use the data that they find as they see fit, to
answer any scientific query they may have. To make this possible, the structure of caBIG is highly modular. Since its inception, caBIG has been organized into separate pilot groups working on different areas of data management, ranging from curating data acquired through medical imaging technologies to managing tissue biobanks and data coming from clinical trials. These pilot groups were recently formalized into 'domain workspaces', each of which oversees the storage and management of different data types, and aims to create tools to enable user communities to overcome physical, legal and scientific barriers to data sharing (table 1) .
[ (Buetow 2008, p. 5) It is remarkable that despite such strong public acknowledgments of the importance of inclusion and plurality in caBIG, curators do not seem to have been particularly effective, or indeed interested, in capturing the interest of potential users. The resource is widely seen as too complex for researchers to understand and use; the modules developed to enable interoperability are also widely viewed as too restrictive in their choice of data format and standards, and thus unfit to encompass the very diversity of research practices that they were devised to capture. A recent review of CaBIG achievements by the NCI concluded that 'the level of impact for most of the tools has not been commensurate with the level of investment'
(National Cancer Institute 2011). This stark critique has led to a decrease in funding; and it is particularly striking when contrasted to the NSF argument for cutting TAIR funding, which is not tied to a stark critique of TAIR achievements (which are recognized to have been high, though of course its functionality needs to improve and evolve as research moves forward), but rather stressed that the plant community should take more responsibility for securing its long-term sustainability (Bastow and Leonelli 2010) .
A detailed assessment of caBIG's failure to establish itself as the most useful digital platform in cancer research lies beyond the scope of this paper. It might be argued that this is only a question of time, caBIG curators having taken long to think through the structure and computational requirements of their resource, which delayed vital consultations with stakeholders and the management of data themselves. Indeed, the NCI review remarks that "perhaps the greatest impact of the caBIG® program on cancer research has been to gather several communities around a virtual table to help create and manage community-driven standards for data exchange and application interoperability" (National Cancer Institute 2011). 'Community-driven' is a key term here: identifying which communities are involved in cancer data analysis, and which methods, instruments and terminologies they use, is a difficult and yet foundational task for caBIG curators, and one that they arguably will take even more seriously in the future. At the same time, caBIG needs to put that knowledge to work, by implementing data searches that highlight the diverse knowledge and provenance of available data, and yet manage to address the specific scientific queries of prospective users.
The approach to data curation taken by CaBIG can be viewed as resembling that of TAIR insofar as it emphasizes (1) open access to data as to advancements in biomedicine; (2) the belief that centralized data management is not only compatible with the existing diversity in biomedical research traditions, but can actually foster its development; and (3) the belief that effective data re-use can be achieved through the successful management of data access. The similarities in the visions proposed by TAIR and caBIG might be at least partly derived from their common cultural and political embedding (these are both tools funded by US agencies and aiming to serve scientists around the world). Yet, these two resources have independent histories, employ different standards and support vastly different communities, which makes the communalities in their vision ever more striking.
Scale and the scientific usefulness of data infrastructures
The conclusion I wish to draw from my brief analysis of caBIG and TAIR is that digital The curators of large data infrastructure such as TAIR and caBIG are mindful of the fact that their resources need to serve such multiple questions, so as to be of use to as wide-ranging a group of scientists as possible.
Biological research relies on a web of expertises finely tuned to specific research interests, which means that the science that databases attempt to foster is unavoidably a localised and situated affair -not in terms of the quantity and geographical/disciplinary location of researchers involved, but rather in terms of its focus on very specific questions and outputs, which can vary greatly across projects and over time. By contrast, caBIG and TAIR strive to provide overarching infrastructures that serve as many specialised uses of data as possible.
This implies that their scale is necessarily bigger than the scale of the science that they support, which tends to remain fragmented into a wide variety of specialised projects. conceive of biological data as global commodities which should be exploited and re-used by researchers across the world; on the other hand, most biologists continue to view data as highly contingent products of a specific research group interested in addressing specific questions, and struggle with the idea of re-using such data within a different research context, to address new questions. This tension between the current urge to globalise data and the importance of locating data into specific research contexts is crucial to social scientific attempts to understand what is 'big' in contemporary life sciences, and what it means to expand the scale of biological research, whether in a geographical, scientific or social sense. Facilitate widespread adoption, dissemination, and use of caBIG interoperable tools, standards, and data sets within the larger cancer and biomedical communities and support the creation and dissemination of documentation and training materials for caBIG-related projects and community-wide resources.
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Strategic Planning Workspace
Assistance to caBIG leadership with strategic planning and vision development activities, provision of strategic insights with regard to engaging and interacting effectively with the biomedical cancer research community and creation of white papers and planning documents that help identify and prioritize additional activities for the caBIG program as a whole.
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Cross Cutting Workspaces:
Architecture Workspace
Ensuring consistent application of the caBIG development principles to the distributed groups doing the actual integration and implementation activities throughout the caBIG project.
Vocabularies & Common Data Elements Workspace
Evaluation and integration of systems for vocabulary and ontology content development, as well as software systems for content delivery. They are also responsible for developing standards for the representation of ontologies and vocabularies used throughout the caBIG system, as well as assessments of existing systems proposed for use within the caBIG.
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